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PURPOSE

The purpose of my Thesis is to study The role of the the third horn in the orchestra's horn  
section  and communicate various facets of it. The reason I chose this topic has to do with some 
conclusions that I have arrived upon after playing as a third horn player with the National Radio  
Symphony Orchestra of Greece (ERT) for more than six years. I was also a member of the World  
Youth Orchestra in 2012, playing at the third position. Sometimes it seems like it is my destiny to  
play at this position. Although I have played at the other positions too, I feel that the third stand is  
special and I am more excited playing at it. Not only do I enjoy following the principal’s playing,  
understanding his/her phrasing, blending with the section and being responsible for the balance of 
it,  but  also  being  the  leader  sometimes.  However,  the  main  job  of  this  chair  is  much  more 
complicated and, lastly, vital for the quality of sound of the section. There are many “roles” for this  
horn player even within one piece, which I will present during my research. 

Through my research I will explore the  central question of my Thesis:  what is the role of  
the  third  horn  in  the  orchestra's  horn section?  The role  has  a  clear  historical  tradition,  and a 
complicated contemporary practice. To fully explore the role of the third horn, I need to divide the 
topic in three secondary questions: 
a. What happened in the past which led to the need for an extra pair of horns in the orchestra?
b. What should we do now? Should we keep alive the traditional way of composing for the horn 
section in the orchestra, or not?
c. What is my personal opinion based on my own experience, practice, and research?

Another reason why I am so interested in this topic is because of the way that composers 
orchestrated for the horn section over the years, and mainly for the  third horn. Being myself an 
arranger for horn ensembles too, I adore looking deeply in the score and trying to understand how 
each one of these great composers wrote for this section. It seems like a tradition which every one 
of them is following faithfully, with only very few exceptions. 

STRUCTURE OF MY THESIS

In order to try to answer the above questions, I have divided my text into three main sections:
A. The historical role of the third horn. This part is a brief historical reference to the horn section in 
the  orchestra  and  a  presentation  of  the  roles  of  the  third  horn  according  to  the  different 
orchestrations which the composers used through the years.
B. The role of the third horn in current practice. This section is built on the opinions of many horn 
players.  I strongly believe that a discussion about what we should do now and how we should 
respond to the needs of this position, must have a special place in my text.
C.  The role of the third horn from my own artistic practice. In the third section, I share my own 
experience as third horn player. I have had the chance to play in all four positions, so I am also 
sharing my feelings from the perspective of other members of the section.

Appendix. I complete my thesis by giving many excerpts from the classical repertoire, which from 
my point of view will create a greater a more universal understanding of The role of the third horn  
in the orchestra's horn section.
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METHODS

The methods that I used to compose my thesis are the following:
Part  A:  I  read  books  about  the  History  of  the  Horn  and  Music  in  general,  Orchestration  and 
Instrumentation. I visited valid websites for horn and I studied many music scores. I used excerpts  
from them in order to relate all the roles of the third horn.

Part B: In the second part, I use the article of Kerry Turner and based on that, I make a list with all  
the  skills  that  a  third  horn  player  must  have  in  order  to  get  the  job.  More  over,  I  conducted 
interviews with horn players from around the world, whom I had the honor to meet at the 46 th 

International Horn Symposium in London in August 2014. Also, during my studies in Gothenburg, I 
worked as a freelancer with the Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra and I did not miss the chance to 
have an interview with the third horn player of this orchestra. What is more, I created a survey 
through the internet and 185 horn players from around the world took part in it.

Part C: Here I use my personal experience to document the role of the instrument. More than 13 
years in total of playing in an orchestra either as a student or as a professional, have been included 
here. I have played in all four positions and I can describe every role exactly. But “my position” 
seems to be the third horn and I keep on practicing third horn repertoire mostly. Lastly, I created a  
video with some excerpts from concerts with some of the orchestras where I have played third 
horn1.  I  document  my  own  reflections  not  only  on  the  video,  but  also  in  general  on  many 
performances that I have participated in. But the most important thing is the certain moment when I 
have finished my text and I write down the conclusions which I have arrived both after all these 
years of playing in an orchestra and my research.

Appendix:  In  this  part  I  present  mainly  excerpts  from scores.  I  often  practice  by  listening  to 
recordings and live performances, having played most of them already in my musical life. 

1 These is the link to the video on dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6u8be3iv25hyi8w/Thesis%20video%204th
%20semester%20-%20Angeliki%20Poulimenou.mp4?dl=0
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PART A

The historical role of the third horn
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1. THE HORN SECTION IN THE ORCHESTRA 

During the classical era, the orchestra was smaller in size than later on. In most of the works of 
composers like Mozart or Haydn there is only one pair of horns. Even in many of the works from 
Beethoven there is also only one pair. So, the positions in the horn section at this time were limited 
to two, the first horn (high horn) and the second horn (low horn). But even during the eighteenth 
century, there are a few pieces with more than two horns. That means that in this time, they were 
calling for extra horn players, either one more (third horn) or two (an extra pair of horns). 

In the Romantic era, more sections of other instruments added to the orchestra and its size 
became much larger than before.  At this time, one more pair  of horns added to the main horn 
section,  was established and continues  until  today.  This  happened because  the  composers  used 
more often either two pairs of horns in different key (first a and second a, first b and second b) or  
four horns in the same key (first, third, second, fourth). The difference between these two will be 
mentioned in the next chapters. Composers like Mahler, Strauss and Wagner used even more than 
four horns in most of their works, but the Romantic orchestra has four horns as the basic structure.

Today, most orchestras around the world have at least four horn positions. Usually the horn 
players number more than four, because there are different kinds of duties in each position and 
sometimes they need either to switch between the first part and second part of a concert, or they 
need assistants, or even more horns according the pieces. 

The traditional  place for the horns on the concert  platform is  on the left  (as viewed by 
conductor  and  audience).  In  some  orchestras,  the  horns  are  placed  to  the  right  together  with 
trombones and trumpets. There are many different settings, but the most common is the square 
formation (fig. 1):                      

4.     3.
2.     1.

fig. 1: University of Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra in Bergen (Norway, 2014)
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2. BRIEF HISTORICAL ASPECTS

When composers first used the horn as a musical instrument, it was not exactly the same as the horn 
that we use today. At this time (around the seventeenth century) until the middle of the nineteenth 
century, the horn was just a tube. On the one side there is a mouthpiece and on the other side a bell. 
The shape was the same as today, but there were no valves or rotors in between (fig. 2). 

fig. 2: Natural horn with different crooks.

That means that in the very beginning, the horn player could play only the notes of the 
harmonic series (fig. 3). By changing the length of the tube using different crooks, he or she could 
use the same notes but in different keys. For example, if the composer writes in F major, then the 
horn player uses the crook which is tuned to F. If he or she wants to change key, then the horn  
player changes crooks as well. So, the horn player had to carry with him or her the main body of the 
horn plus a big collection of crooks in all keys (fig. 2).

fig. 3: Harmonic series 

For this reason, the composers at this time, used to write solos in the high register of the 
instrument, where the harmonics are more compact. They used usually one pair of horns in the same 
key, in which the first  horn is  high (the one who plays  the solos most of the time in the high 
register) and the second horn is low (the one who accompanies the first in the lower register). The 
way that the composers wrote for this pair is very special and the result of it, is that there are some  
basic models of intervals that are characteristic for horn players. A very famous one is the “horn 
fifths” (fig. 4).
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fig. 4: Analysis of “Horn Fifths”

Around 1750, the Dresden hornist Anton Joseph Hampel (1710-1771) invented the hand-
stopping technique. Hand-stopping technique is a technique by which a natural horn can produce 
notes outside the harmonic series.  By inserting the hand, cupped, into the bell,  the player can 
reduce the pitch of a note by a semitone or more. This, combined with the use of crooks changing 
the key of the instrument, allowed composers to write fully chromatic music for the horn, even 
before the invention of the valves or rotors. In the next excerpt from Beethoven's Symphony No. 9 
(fig. 5), we can see an example with both stopped notes and horn fifths.

 

fig. 5: L. v. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9, mvmt. 4  (first
 
 - second

 
 horns)

                           Horn fifths
Stopped note using hand-stopping technique
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3. THE “NEW” ADDED PAIR OF HORNS

Sometimes, composers chose to use more horns than two in their works while the horn players still  
were playing with natural horns. There are different reasons why they needed more horns at that 
time.  Analyzing these reasons,  we discover the five roles of the third horn in the horn section 
according to the orchestration: 

3.1 Broken phrase

The need of using more notes than the notes that they could play either with the harmonic series or 
the  hand stopping technique,  was a  reason why the composers  used two pairs  of  horns:  notes 
basically in different keys at the same time, which will complete a melody.

The following excerpt from Mozart’s Symphony No. 25 in G Minor, 4th movement (fig. 6) is a 
great example of this use of four horns as two pairs of horns. Mozart wants to write a line in the 
horns, but he misses some notes of the horns in B. So, he added one more pair in G. In this way, we 
can listen to a line, but actually it is a broken phrase that the four horns have to complete between 
them. The first pair in B is played from the first and second horn and the second pair in G is played 
from the third and fourth horn. But, someone could see that there are two first horns at the same 
time and two second horns. In other words, one pair (A) in one key with its principal (Corni in B) 
and another (B) in another key (Corni in G) with its principal. The second principal is the third 
horn. This is one of the main and very first roles of the third horn in the orchestra in this kind of 
repertoire. Let’s take a closer look at this example:

fig. 6: W.A. Mozart, Symphony No. 25 in G Minor, mvmt. 4

Pair A: Corni in B                                                                                                                                    Pair B: Corni in G
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In figure 7 we can see what the modern horns in F are playing today after transposing the previous 
excerpt (fig. 6). In this way we can understand better how both pairs complete the broken phrase.

fig.7: What the modern horns in F are playing today after transposing

3.2 Independent role

Some composers used horns in different keys at the same time in order to support some solos or to 
accompany the main lines which change key fast and the one pair does not have the time to change 
crooks. The difference with the previous role is that the two pairs do not complete the phrase, but 
this time they have to transpose some whole lines.     

One of the composers who uses the horns in this way is Johannes Brahms. Even though in 
Brahms’ time valves had already been invented, he is one of those composers who insisted in using 
natural horns in his works. Brahms did not accept the “new” (modern, chromatic) horn. Probably 
the invention of the valves was not yet totally completed and the result did not satisfy him.  He uses 
two pairs in different keys all the time and he gives a totally independent role to the second pair. 
That means that there are again two first horn players at the same time. The one is the first and the  
other is the third horn. Both horn players have the leading role and the pairs musically “meet” each 
other less times than they play separately.  Here is an example of this “independent role” of the third 
horn in one of the works of Brahms (fig. 8). 
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fig. 8: J. Brahms, Symphony No. 2. mvmt. 1.

Looking at the score of the  Symphony No. 2 (fig. 8), one can see the two pairs in their 
independent roles. The first pair is in D and starts in the very beginning presenting the main idea of 
the 1st movement which is in D Major and after nine bars, the second pair in E repeats the idea in E 
Minor. The first horn is the soloist in the beginning, while the third horn is the soloist in the ninth 
bar.

3.3 Alternative principal

Another role of the third horn is the use of a temporary principal at the same time along with the 
first horn. The need to use a pair that accompanies a solo line of the first horn, gives the third horn 
the role of an extra leader.

This happens in  Beethoven's Symphony No. 3, Op.55 (fig. 9) for instance.  Beethoven uses 
three horns in E-flat. The first and second are the main pair and many times the third is a part of this 
team. But sometimes, the first horn changes into a horn in F and the role of the leader goes to the  
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third horn. In the following excerpt (fig. 9), we can see that the second horn continues playing low 
and the third is the temporary first. The first had to play a solo before and someone had to play in 
his or her position. So, Beethoven chooses to use the third horn. After a while, the first returns to an 
E-flat horn and its leading role.

    fig. 9: L.v. Beethoven, Symphony No. 3 op.55,  mvmt 1. (second horn in the upper staff & third horn in the low staff)

The way that Beethoven uses the third horn in this symphony shows that he knew that he 
had one more high player. So, when he writes chords in the horn section, the higher voice is most of 
the  time  in  the  first  but  also  often  in  the  third.  The low voice  is  always  in  the  second  horn. 
Sometimes he uses the third horn as an independent player and he gives some short lines to it. But 
in the greatest moment for horns in this symphony in the 3rd movement, the first is the leader, the 
third in the middle and the second in the low register (there will a be reference to this excerpt in the  
appendix, fig. 52). He shows the way to future composers how to build the horn section’s writing.  
The third is always higher than the second, and either in the middle, or higher than, or dοubling the 
first. 
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3.4 Supporting the first horn

The composers in the romantic era use four horns mostly, but now either natural or chromatic horns. 
The  composers  mention  that  by  writing  waldhorns when  they  use  natural  horns  and cors 
chromatique or ventil horns when they use chromatic horns. The tradition is to write like two pairs 
in different keys for each one or four horns in the same key, but still two high and two low horns at  
the same time. In this historical period, the third horn usually supports the first and is responsible 
for the balance in the section. This is one additional role, to support the first horn.

Tchaikovsky uses four horns in almost all his works, but not independently. He gives quite 
the same role to the third horn as to the first and to the fourth as to the second. In the beginning of 
his  Symphony  No.  4 (fig.  10)  for  instance,  he  uses  the  horn  group  as  an  introduction  to  the 
symphony together with the bassoons (a combination that we meet often in his works). He uses the 
high voice for the first and third and the low voice for second and fourth. In many moments in the 
symphony, the third horn doubles the first and today we could say that is like an assistant to the 
principal.  There are not soloistic lines in the third horn, but Tchaikovsky keeps the tradition of 
writing the chords from high to low in this order: 1,3,2,4. Also, in some places he slightly reminds 
us that maybe we have two independent pairs, but not so obviously as Brahms does.

 

fig. 10: P. I. Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 4.  mvmt 1
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3.5 Soloist

There are many small solos written for the third horn. Most of the composers trusted this position 
for some really beautiful lines in both the symphonic and operatic repertoire. 

Here is an example from Grieg' s Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 (fig. 11). The third horn has a short 
“gem” to play and Grieg chooses this horn instead of the first. One more important thing is that at  
the same time the rest of the section does not play.

                     

fig. 11: E. Grieg,  Peer Gynt Suite No. 1
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4. Orchestrating for the H  orn Section  

After presenting the main five roles of the third horn in the pieces, it would be interesting to have a 
look at some of the most important composers for third horn, and some of the most famous excerpts 
that are requested in the auditions for this position. But before that, let's have a brief look at the 
composers who gave advices concerning the orchestration for the horn section.

4.1 Berlioz, Strauss, and Adler
The first aspect that is important to refer to is how some of the most famous composers 

orchestrated for the horn section after the middle of nineteenth century since today. Also, which are 
their advices to the composers according horns in the orchestra. While performing and studying 
many pieces from different composers, someone can understand easily the way that each one of 
them is orchestrating for the horn section. In the biggest part of the repertoire, composers use the 
horns in pairs of the same key if it is an even number of horns, or in pairs plus one more horn in the  
same or different key if it is an odd number of horns. 

But some composers are composing in another way. One of them is Hector Berlioz. He has 
written  a  book  about  Orchestration  with  the  title  Grand  Traité  d’  Instrumentation  et  d’ 
Orchestration Modernes (Orchestration Treatise ). In his book, he is suggesting to use four horns in 
the orchestra, either in two pairs of two different keys, or one pair in the same key and different 
keys for the third horn and the fourth horn. He writes: “The composer who puts all four horns in the  
same key nearly always reveals his remarkable clumsiness. It is incomparably better to have two  
horns in one key and two in another, or better still the first and second in one key, the third in  
another and the fourth in another; or finally four horns in four different keys, which should  be  
done particularly when a great number of open notes is required.”2 

Berlioz’s usual set up of horns is four. I will present some excerpts from some of his most 
important pieces and I will compare the use of the different keys. The first excerpt is from his 
Symphonie Fantastique (fig. 12), where in the 3rd movement he uses one pair of horns in F, the third 
horn in E-flat and the fourth horn in C.

fig. 12: H. Berlioz, Symphonie Fantastique, mvmt 3

2 Hugh  MacDonald,  Berlioz’s  Orchestration  Treatise,  A  translation  and  Commentary (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 2002), 174.
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In the following excerpt from his work Les Troyens (fig. 13) he uses four horns in the same 
key (horns in Ut). In this particular excerpt we can also see the dialogue between the first and third 
horn. 

fig. 13: Hector Berlioz, Les Troyens, “Chasse Royale et Orage” from Act IV

In the following excerpt from his Requiem (fig. 14), he uses twelve horns in four different 
keys. He triplicates each line of each key. As he recommends in his book, “When using horns in  
several different keys at once, one should give the higher notes to the first horns and the lower keys  
to the seconds.”3 This is exactly what he is doing in this piece. The first horns (first & third) are 
playing in E and A alto and the second horns (second & fourth ) in D and C. 

3 MacDonald, Berlioz’s Orchestration, 175.
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fig. 14: Hector Berlioz, Requiem (Grande Messe des Morts), mvmt. 4

Berlioz’s book was first published in 1843/4, then reissued in 1855 in a revised and enlarged 
edition. Around half century later, Richard Strauss enlarged and revised the Berlioz book  (1904). 
Although he changed very few things in the original text, in the horn chapter he keeps a good deal 
of Berlioz’s advice and he recommends too that the high keys are for the first horns (first & third)  
and the low keys for the second horns (second & fourth).  But in his time, horn players were using  
the  valve horns  too,  so he gives  advice for  these horns,  as  well  as  advice  on how composers  
traditionally should write.

Lastly, according to Samuel Adler, in his book The Study of Orchestration, the four horns are 
usually divided in high horns (first & third ) and low horns (second & fourth ). He says:  “This  
arrangement probably comes from the fact that when four horns were first  introduced into the  
orchestra, each pair was in a different key. When all four played the modern horn and the key for  
all was the same, the tradition remained. Even where there are three horns in the scoring, the third  
is placed (pitchwise) between the first and the second.”4

4.2   Johannes Brahms  

For Johannes Brahms the role  of the third horn was very important. Conversely the most 
favorite composer for the third horn players around the world is Brahms. The way that he arranges 
for the horn section in his compositions is always two pairs in different keys. The two pairs are 
mostly independent and all four players play simultaneously at only a few moments. The third horn 
has the role of the second leader almost always and Brahms gives this player and his partner, the 
fourth horn, many soloistic lines. There are moments that only the third - fourth horn are playing 

4 Samuel Adler, The Study of Orchestration (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1989), 287.
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and the first pair rests for a large number of bars. Other times, the two pairs complete the phrase. At  
these times it  is  like a dialogue or a game between the two pairs.  Here are  some of the most  
representative excerpts for third horn from Johannes Brahms’ repertoire:

Symphony No. 1: Brahms uses the first pair in C, E and E-flat and the second pair in E-flat, 
H basso, E and F. Brahms almost never uses the same key for both pairs at the same time. It is  
obvious that what he has in his mind is that the two pairs have independent roles and either they 
complete the harmony or the soloistic line. In this symphony there are not so many soloistic lines 
for the third horn, but its role in the arrangement is fundamental. The player who is sitting at this 
position often feels that he is the leader of the section, even if all four are playing. This is the point 
at which the “difficulty” in the relationship between the principal and the third horn player begins.  
In Part B there will be special reference to all these skills that the third horn player must have. 
Especially in the music of Brahms these skills are very important.

 In  the  next  excerpt  there  are  some  of  the  most  famous  lines  for  the  third  horn  from 
Symphony No.1 (fig. 15). At these moments he or she has to be the soloist even if it is for a very 
short time. In the rest of the symphony, the writing for the third and fourth horns is tutti playing, but 
in an independent way from the first pair. I have added the following excerpt in the video which I 
have created too and I present in the Part C (fig. 45).  

fig. 15: J. Brahms, Symphony No.1

Symphony No. 2: In this symphony, Brahms uses a pair of horns in D, H basso and G and a 
pair of horns in E and C basso. Again not so many soloistic lines for the third horn, but its role is the 
same as I described in Symphony No. 1. In the very beginning of the symphony, as I have already 
said above (fig. 8), there is a very clear example of the independent role of the second pair. In figure 
16 we can see three short excerpts from the  Symphony No.2 where the third horn has a leading-
soloistic role.
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fig. 16: J. Brahms, Symphony No. 2  

Symphony No. 3: Two pairs of horns again, one in C for all four movements and one in F only for 
the first and fourth movement. In the second and third movements the second pair is not playing.  
Symphony No.3 (fig. 17) is the only one in which the second pair plays less than they do in the other 
three  symphonies,  although  in  the  Symphonies  No.1 and  No.2 they play  in  three  out  of  four 
movements. Only in the Symphony No.4 (fig. 18) do both pairs play in all four movements. 

Similarly, as in the first two symphonies, in the Symphony No.3 the third horn has very short 
soloistic lines, while its role is always the same. In the fourth movement we have, maybe for the 
only time in all of Brahms’ music, a soloistic line which is doubled by the first and third horn (at  
rehearsal letter L, fig. 17). Brahms uses one more role to the third horn, the one that supports the 
leader.
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fig. 17: J. Brahms, Symphony No.3
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Symphony No.4: This is the most important symphony for the third horn (fig. 18). There are many 
soloistic lines and the most famous excerpt for auditions (fourth arrow at fig. 18), the beginning of 
the second movement. I have included it in the video and I will refer to it again in the Part C (fig. 
46). The horns that are needed here are a pair of horns in E and F and a pair of horns in C. This  
symphony seems to be the most demanding one for the first horn of the second pair. There are two 
first  horns,  as  it  is  written in  one place of this  symphony’s  full  score.  The last  excerpt  of  the 
followings (fig. 18) shows the same line, in a different key, which is played the first time from the 
first horn of the second pair and directly after that from the first horn of the first pair. It is indicated 
as 1. and again1.

fig. 18: J. Brahms, Symphony No.4
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Johannes Brahms uses the two pairs of horns in same way as he does in his symphonies, in 
his  Piano Concerti No.1. and  No.2., in his  Ein Deutches Requiem, in the  Violin Concerto, in the 
Overtures  Tragic  and  Academic  Festival, in  the  Variations  on  a  Theme  by  Haydn  and  in  the 
Hungarian Dances. But he is not doing the same in his Triumphlied, where he uses two pairs in D. 
Even though all four horns play in the same key, one could suspect that Brahms has the role of the 
second pair in his mind.

Here are some excerpts from the  Piano Concertos No. 1  (fig. 19) and 2 (fig. 20) and the 
Academic Festival Overture (fig. 21), that often appear in third horn auditions.

fig. 19: J. Brahms, Piano Concerto No.1
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fig. 20: J. Brahms, Piano Concerto No.2

fig. 21: J. Brahms, Academic Festival Overture

4.3     Camille Saint-Saëns  

According to the results of my survey in Part B, Camille Saint-Saëns’ Symphony No.3  op.78 
“Symphonie avec orgue” (Organ Symphony) is one of the most favorite pieces for the third horn. 
Indeed, even from the first bars the third horn plays a very important role and the composer gives it  
both soloistic melodies and leading lines. Here are some of the most characteristic excerpts from 
this Symphony (1,2,3,4 fig. 22). It is very strange that Saint-Saëns gives so much work to the third 
horn and not to the first, although at the same time the first is not playing. He chooses to use one  
pair of horns in C and sometimes he separates it into the first horn in E and the second in E-flat,  
while in the whole symphony he uses one more pair in F. Someone could wonder why he uses the 
pairs in this way and not the other way around, giving all the solo lines to the third horn and not to 
the first.  But it is difficult to understand what Saint-Saëns had exactly in his mind.
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1,2,3,4 fig. 22: C. Saint-Saens, Symphony No.3

4.4     Felix Mendelssohn  

The third horn has a very important role in Mendelssohn’s Symphony No.3 in A minor in Op.  
56, known as the Scottish. In this piece, Mendelssohn uses the first pair of horns in C and A and the 
second pair in E, F and D. He knows very well all the roles of the third horn and he trusts it by 
giving some solo lines to the second pair. Here are some excerpts (1,2 fig. 23, fig. 24 and fig. 25) 
which someone who is auditioning for the third horn position usually is requested to play.
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1,2 fig. 23: F. Mendelssohn,  Symphony No. 3 in A minor, mvmt 2 

The following excerpt (fig. 24) is perhaps the biggest third horn solo in the repertoire (starting at the 
arrow).

fig. 24: F. Mendelssohn,  Symphony No. 3 in A minor,  mvmt 3
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fig.25: F. Mendelssohn,  Symphony No. 3 in A minor, mvmt 4
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4.5 Antonín Leopold Dvořák

Antonín Leopold Dvořák gave a very important role to the third horn in many of his pieces. 
Later, I will refer to the Cello Concerto and the role of this part in it (fig. 53a and fig. 53b). But one 
of the most important pieces for the second pair of horns is the Symphony No.9, the “New World  
Symphony.” According to the results of my survey in Part B, this piece is the second most favourite 
for third horn players. I am not surprised once more with this result, because in this Symphony the 
second pair has basic role according the orchestration and sometimes the third horn is the main 
leader of the section.  Here are some excerpts (fig. 26a and fig. 26b) from it:

 
fig. 26a: A. Dvořák, Symphony No.9
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fig. 26b: A. Dvořák, Symphony No.9

4.6 Carl Maria von Weber

The next excerpt (fig. 27) is one of the most famous overtures where the third and fourth 
horns open the horn section’s solo. Weber uses two horns in F and two horns in C. The second pair  
starts the choral and the first pair completes the solo line. This excerpt is famous in the auditions not 
only for third horn, but also for fourth horn. 

 

fig. 27: C.M. Weber,  Ouvertüre zur Oper “Der Freischütz” 
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4.7   Gioacchino Rossini  

In Gioacchino Rossini’s  Overture “La Gazza Ladra,” there is a famous solo for the third 
horn, the first time for horn in G and then for horn in E (fig. 28, rehearsal letter D & bar 352).  What 
I was wondering from the first time in my life that I played this piece some years ago, is why 
Rossini did not give the solo to the first horn the second time that it returns (fig. 28, bar 352) but he  
preferred to change key at the second pair of horns. At this point I would like to say that the first  
pair is playing in E for the whole Overture. It was difficult to find an answer to my question, but we  
are just happy that we have one more small gem in the third horn repertoire.

At rehearsal letter E (fig. 28) there is a duo for the second pair which is also famous. This 
Overture is one of the very first pieces that I played as a professional third horn player and I still  
remember the first time. Since then, I have played it quite a few times. The last one was some 
months ago, during summer 2015 with the National Radio Symphony Orchestra of ERT (Greece) as 
a guest musician. I feel a strong personal connection with this piece and this Orchestra and every 
time that I have to play it I feel like an acrobat on a stretched rope. It is so fragile and delicate, and 
must be light and flexible after finishing the very first page of playing mostly a tiring high F sharp.  

fig. 28: G. Rossini, Overture from “La Gazza Ladra”
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PART B

The role of the third horn in the current practice
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1. THE “UNSUNG   HERO” - SKILLS     5     

“So that was it. The final heroic statements of Mahler’s fifth symphony brought each of us in  
the  audience  to  our  feet  and  the  conductor  is  making  the  rounds  during  the  applause,  
acknowledging each of the soloists who so heroically executed their solos. After the solo hornist  
takes his well-deserved bow, the entire horn section is asked to stand up. On the way out of the  
auditorium, my wife says to me, «I thought the fellow on third was going to blow a gasket. His face  
was redder than any of the other players during all the really big stuff». «If only you knew», I  
answered.«If only you knew». In my twelve years of professional experience as a first – third horn  
player in a leading European orchestra, I have been more or less obliged to come to grips with the  
duo-personality required of the position.”6

This statement opens Kerry Turner’s article about the third horn. Is it true? After talking with many 
professional horn players, most of them third horns in some of the greatest orchestras around the 
world, the thoughts are identical. The duties of this position are specific and special at the same 
time. Even the horn players who are not playing at this position, but they are either first horns or 
second - fourth horns, they describe the same exact skills that a third horn player needs to have 
corresponding with his or her job. Which are these special skills that someone should have in order 
not only to pass the audition, but also to get finally the job? Briefly, here are some of them, which 
are either tips from the interviews which I have conducted and the survey which I have created and 
I will present later on, or personal conclusions. Nevertheless, most of them are based on Kerry 
Turner's article and I have borrowed many idiomatic expressions from it, expressions which horn 
players usually use in the daily horn language.  

1. Third horn is a high horn, like the first horn. BUT, is not the first horn. The leader in the 
section is always the first horn, although many times the third horn has solos or leading 
lines. 

2. On many occasions, the first and third have the same line. At these moments, the third horn 
supports  the  first  horn  and  must  remain  as  undetected  as  possible.  He  or  she  has  to 
“sacrifice” himself or herself and to imitate the first horn as closely as he or she possibly 
can. If the first horn breathes, he or she must breathe. If the first horn phrases in a different  
way than he or she feels, then he or she has to follow the first. If the first horn holds back the 
dynamics on purpose and they have not already agreed upon something else (for instance, 
the first has asked the third to play more than him or her), then the third  must hold back the 
volume as well.

3. Communication skills between first and third are important. When the third horn player is 
interested in knowing which fingerings the first horn player uses for special notes in some 
passages, or why the first phrases in another way in the solo, or why he or she articulates in 
another way and so on, then it is a huge support for the first horn. The soloist is sitting on a  
tightrope and he or she knows that he or she can trust the third horn and can have support 
from him or her, then his or her job becomes easier. 

4. The  third horn keeps the balance in the section. When intonation in the section is not so 
good, then he or she has the responsibility to fix it between the others,  without bothering the 
first. 

5. In the tutti loud passages, especially those where the first and third play in unison, then it is 

5 This chapter title,  “the unsung hero,” is taken from Kerry Turner,  “The Art  of the third horn player” in  Brass 
Bulletin 97 (1997):  47. Kerry Turner is associate principal horn of the Symphony Orchestra of Radio – Télé – 
Luxembourg, a member of the American Horn Quartet, and a composer.

6   These are the first words of Kerry Turner’s article. 
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great when the third takes over so that the first can rest up for the solos, and rally the rest of 
the section together to offer the best intonational and rhythmically accurate accompaniment 
they can.    

6. Know the horn section’s repertoire and not only the first horn’s excerpts.
7. The  third horn has to find the pitch of the first no matter where it is. Usually, having the 

same instruments or the same tone production both for the first and third, helps very much to 
tune.

8. Being rhythmically as precise as possible, unless the section has a different opinion, is the 
basis for stability. Discrepancies in the rhythm can also push his colleagues off their notes.

9. Attacking and releasing exactly as the first horn is doing, is important.
10. The third horn has to adapt to the soloist’s mentality. It will be helpful when they have to  

play a “broken phrase,” even if the third horn has only two or three notes on the spot.
11. The glory goes to the first horn. So, the third horn should have in mind that the first chair is 

more stressful and his or her colleague deserves the applause. 
12. The horn section needs a  third horn with “strong chops” and in good shape for the large 

symphonic or operatic works.
13. In case of pieces where the third horn is more or less another first horn in a different key, 

like in the Brahms pieces, he or she has to remember that is actually the time when he or she 
shows how well he or she can imitate the first horn in general, but on the other hand he or 
she has the right to begin imposing his or her own individual interpretation on the music and 
the style in which he or she wishes the section to play it. This is a very dangerous time, as 
ego problems and disagreements could emerge. This is where the art of the third hornist is 
really apparent.

14. It is really constructive when there is a very good relationship between the first and third 
horn. The same exists for the whole section, too. If the third horn tries to impose his or her 
opinion and the rest of the section does not agree, then there is a bigger problem. The second 
horn is bound to go with the first, but the fourth horn player should show allegiance to the 
third, against his or her own wishes. As a result, the colleagues start to react and the peaceful 
environment gets destroyed. At this time, the third horn player has to be able to recognize 
that  he  or  she  overstepped  the  boundaries  and  should  get  back  into  the  ranks.  Being 
respectful is the best way of ensuring good collaboration over a long period.

15. Finally, the third horn can be a soloist. He or she has worked a lot to adapt to the mentality 
of the first, he or she has built the balance in the section, he or she has “burnt his or her 
chops” in order to support the first, he or she has been the first’s shadow and now comes the 
moment of the solo. The third horn alone as a soloist. But usually the third horn solos sound 
less musical, less present, less convinced, less....soloistic. The reason is because he or she is 
in an ensemble frame of mind, and suddenly he or she has to be in the spotlight. Some third 
horn players have found a way to be in the spotlight all the time, even though they do not 
have solos. Then when the solo comes, they are ready to play it. Unfortunately, someone 
with this attitude cannot work the section well. The best solution is to be able to keep one 
foot in the solo spotlight,  while standing with the other foot in the midst of total  “self-
sacrificial” ensemble dedication. 
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2. INTERVIEWS

During my musical life up until now, I have had the honor of meeting several great horn players 
who most of them are either members in orchestras around the world or famous soloists. But still,  
almost everyone of them has played in an orchestra, and I had the chance to hold interviews with 
some of them about their thoughts and personal experience on the position of the third horn chair. I  
will  share  the  most  important  advices  or  thoughts  that  they  shared  with  me.  I  recorded  the 
interviews  with their  permission,  but  I  will  present  their  voices  anonymously in  the  following 
section. These people are playing in some of the leading orchestras around the world and I feel 
grateful that they accepted to speak directly to me.

Here are some thoughts organized around the questions that I asked them. The questions 
were formulated by me (A) and the answers are symbolized as Horn-player (H) and can be from 
one or more people. I chose to include them all in the same answers to give an impression of the 
common thoughts from professionals in my field:

Angeliki (A):  1. Do you think that other musicians in the Orchestra, composers or conductors  
know how the horn section works and what the role of the third horn is?

Horn-player (H): “They do not even know why there are four horns...”  
   “Sometimes  I entertain people on stage and I have some stories about the third  

horn because people do not know what is first, second, third ,...horn so I explain it to them and I  
make it funny. Actually it is funny, but it is NOT funny in reality. I play to them some third horn  
passages and they cannot believe it.”

A: 2. Who is the most favourite composer for the third horn?

H: “Brahms!”
    “In Brahms you have to be as good as the first horn.”
    “Brahms wrote on the script of the Piano Concerto No.1 : I had to write a lot of big things to the  
third horn player. Knew the poor fellow, hope he can handle it.”

A: 3. Which are the characteristics that a third horn player must have in order to pass the trial and  
get the job?

H:  “Third horn player  is a very humble, modest person, because you are almost always with the  
first horn. Like the  shadow of the first. But sometimes you are the boss, like in Brahms. That is  
difficult.”
     “Every horn player, especially the one who is not playing first (but he or she too), has to feel as  
a member of the section and some people have difficulties to mix, to blend with the others. You  
should be like an organ.”
    “The people who want to be only first horn players they will never manage to become third horn 
players.”
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     “If you have a career as first horn and you decide to be third horn because you think that it is  
easier, that is a bad decision because the big solos are still in first horn, but you will find that the  
passages are getting shorter and shorter (at the third horn) and the focus is still on you. In the third  
horn it is possible that you will not play a real melody for months.”
   “It is important to have a nice, good, precise and confident first horn, but the third horn gives the  
balance between the voices in the section. The third horn has also some solos and is important to be  
a person who gives confidence in the group.” 
   “As third horn you must have a boss mentality to play solos, to play high, but you have to be a  
subordinate to the first horn, you have to get out of the way and make sure that you don’t cause  
trouble. You do not make him or her feel nervous. I don’t want a first horn player to bomb a solo  
because he or she got nervous about me.”
    “The role of the third horn is to support mainly and not be the leader. You have to take initiatives  
sometimes.”
   “People who do not pass the trial it is usually because they did not think smart and their ego was  
big enough.”
   “My advice to my students who are auditioning for third horn is not to have ego and to listen to  
the first horn and be flexible, blend well and keep the balance.”

A: 4.  How do you feel playing third horn in such a great orchestra?

H:  “ I  have  always  loved  playing  third  horn  and  actually  when  I  was  playing  in  the  school  
orchestra I was always third horn. I feel I was just destined to be a third horn player […] but I like  
it because I like being part of some of the melodic and solo lines, but not necessarily  the one who  
has the solo position. But I think that the third horn gives you many challenges and experience of  
playing the prominent parts. And as you said (me) there is a lot of leadership involved and I think  
that I have to  listen very carefully what the principal horn is doing and be able to pass that in the  
fourth horn.”

 “The third horn position is the best position. You play some solos, but you are not the  
leader.”

“You still get some of the beautiful solo lines but you are part of the team and you have to be  
so in tune mentally as well with the first horn and ready to react on time whenever you have to. You  
have to mentally practice playing short solos because usually you have some bars rest and I do feel  
responsible for the fourth horn. I feel that part of my responsibility is to bring the fourth horn into  
the envelope of the section. The first and the fourth are the extremes and the second and third are a  
sort of  the glue of the group.” 

“It was my destiny too...”
“I have trouble playing the third horn because I like looong solos and I only get short, little  

lines. Maybe a bar or 6 notes...[haha...we both loughed]”. 

A: 5. How important is the third horn for a fourth horn player?

H: “For me as a fourth horn it is most important to play with the third horn and after the first horn.  
The personality for first horn and third horn is not the same. From my experience, normally the  
third horn player is a better person. Because the first horn does not have to make any compromise,  
is the leader and the third horn has to be flexible.”
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A: 6. Do you believe that we have to keep the traditional way of composing for the horn section in  
the orchestra?

H: “It makes sense to use two pairs and not first, second, third, fourth horns. A first horn feels more  
comfortable when he or she has this connection with the third horn and he or she has to share  
solos. The first horn has the support of the second and he or she communicates with the third to  
share solos or passages.” 
   “Orchestras are calling for high or low horns in the auditions. And although nowadays horn  
players can play easily the whole register, as soon as you get a job either as a high or low horn  
then you are getting more expert in the certain register. There is no reason to ask from the second  
horn for instance to do acrobatics, while the third horn can be more flexible in the high register.”

I was surprised by some of the material after finishing all the above interviews. I arrived at  
some conclusions which I will share with you: 

− First of all, all of the people had a common way of thinking even though they are from 
totally different countries and they work far away from each other.

− Secondly,  all  of them were speaking of a  common code that  all  horn sections  in every 
orchestra have in order to be a good team and sound homogenous.

− What is more, they were surprised that someone asked them questions that, even though 
they belong to their daily life in the orchestra, they had not thought of before. At the end, 
they were happy for this research and they trusted me without knowing me before. I felt that  
they really wanted to share their thoughts and to help all these young horn players who are 
auditioning for the third horn position.

− Lastly, those of them who are third horn players are modest people in their daily life, apart 
from being great horn players. Maybe this is one more reason why they are so successful at 
their job.    

I would like to thank them all deeply for their help and support. I wish them all the best in 
their musical lives. 
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2. SURVEY

In the last semester of my studies, I created a survey on the internet and I posted it on social media. 
The response from the horn society around the world was immediate, something which surprised 
me positively. I received personal messages too, in which people wished me “good luck” in my 
survey and they expressed their interest to get information about both the results of it and my thesis. 
I would like to thank all of them from my heart for spending some of their time helping me in this 
project.

The results

During one month, 185 horn players from around the globe took part in my survey. The first 
question was:  How old are you?  People from 15 years old to more than 60 years old answered 
according to the following percentages (fig. 29).

fig. 29
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The second question was: Are you a third horn player in either a professional orchestra or  
an amateur one? At this question, only 16 people play just third horn. But, 55 of the 185 play both 
first and third horn and 71 cover several positions. That means that 142 in total have played third 
horn and they have experience of this position. In the next graphic we can see the percentages too 
(fig. 30). 

fig. 30
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In the question  How many years have you played in an orchestra (either professional or  
amateur)?, we see that only 3 people have only 1 year experience, while 118 people have more than 
9 years experience. Based on that, the results of my survey represent mostly people who have a 
better idea of how the horn section works and have played a large part of the orchestral repertoire 
(fig. 31).

fig. 31
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What kind of orchestra do you play in? In this question I received only 184 responses, from 
which some of them have chosen more than one answer (fig. 32). My choice to let them pick more 
than one if  they wanted to, has to do with the fact that many horn players are either students, 
professionals or freelancers who have played in more than one kind of orchestra. As we can see, the 
most answer which come first is the Symphony Orchestra, then Chamber Orchestra and third comes 
the  Opera.  The  conclusion  of  these  answers  is  that  only  56  out  of  184  played  only  operatic 
repertoire.  But  there  is  a  strong  possibility  that  people  who  answered  Youth  Orchestra,  
Conservatory/University  Orchestra  and  Other,  are  representatives  from operatic  repertoire,  too. 
What is more, according to my personal experience, usually all kinds of orchestras have played 
opera  galas,  overtures  from operas,  or  other  pieces  from the  operatic  repertoire.  I  refer  to  this 
because my intention is to cover a large area of both symphonic and operatic repertoire, where the 
role of the third horn is the same. 

fig. 32
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In my survey, I was interested in having a really global result. Here are the countries where 
the 185 people work (fig. 33). They had the choice to answer more than one place, because there are 
many people who work in different countries, like myself. According to the results, more than 15 
countries took part in the survey. In the following graphic we can see the countries in general. But if 
someone goes through every individual response, he or she could see exactly where this person 
comes from. For example, if we look at the responses which are included from the U.S., we can see  
that some of them are from Miami, Texas, New York, Florida, etc. Moreover, if the responses from 
an individual country were less than four, the country name is not shown. There were less than four 
responses from Venezuela,  Romania,  Estonia,  Malaysia,  Denmark,  Portugal,  Belgium, Hungary, 
Hong Kong, Mexico, Scotland, Turkey, Switzerland, France, and Australia. 

fig. 33
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Johannes Brahms wins in the question  As a third horn player, what is/are your favourite  
composer(s)? If you are not a third horn player, what do you think about this? 185 people answered 
this question and most of them chose more than one answer (fig. 34). But still Johannes Brahms is 
the first choice, while Gustav Mahler and Richard Strauss are the next two, respectively. I am not 
surprised at all about these votes. Johannes Brahms liked the third and fourth horns very much, as I  
have already mentioned in previous chapters. 

fig. 34
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Although  Johannes  Brahms  is  the  most  favourite  composer,  Richard  Strauss’  Till  
Eulenspiegel op. 28   is the most favourite piece for a  third horn player.  The next one is  Antonín 
Dvořák’s Symphony No. 9. I chose the pieces on the following graph (fig. 35) according to the most 
famous excerpts for the third horn. It was not possible to include all the pieces where the third horn 
has an important role, for this reason people could answer other for pieces which are not listed.  

fig. 35
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I was wondering what my colleagues thought about the five roles of the third horn that I  
already presented in Part A.
The roles: - Complete the phrase (like in Mozart's 25th Symphony), 
                 - Independent role from the 1st & 2nd horns (like in Brahms' 2nd Symphony), 
                 - Alternative principal (when the 1st horn is not playing), 
                 - Supporting the 1st horn, 
                 - Soloist 
They answered these questions and rated them using the scale from 1 to 10. 1 is the least important  
and 10 the most. In the following chart (fig. 36) we can see how people voted, while in the cobweb 
graph after it (fig. 36), we observe the standard deviation of the answers. “In statistics, the Standard 
Deviation (SD or in Greek  σ) is a measure that is used to quantify the amount of variation or 
dispersion of a set of data values. A Standard Deviation close to 0 indicates that the data points tend 
to be very close to the mean (also called the expected value) of the set,  while a high standard 
deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a wider range of values.”7 I will analyze 
the results of the first answer as an example of how we have to think about the graph and the 
cobweb (fig. 36):

Complete the phrase: 185 people answered this question and the Weighted Average (WA) is 
6.91/10. “The Weighted Average (WA) is a method of computing a kind of arithmetic mean (the 
most common type of average) of a set of numbers in which some elements of the set carry more 
importance (weight) than others.”8 113 opinions which represent the degrees 5 to 8, gave us the WA 
more or less and that lead us to the conclusion that it  is not the most important role, but quite  
important. Only 20.54% believe that this role is very important and 2.7% that is not so important. 
For  those who adore  statistics,  the  Standard  Deviation  is  12.45.  In  the  cobweb the  blue  color 
represents this answer and it seems that is the second less spread out data, after the role soloist. 

The role soloist got 5.8/10 degrees and looks like people agree more in this degree as soon 
as the σ is the smaller number. It seems that this role is not so important, but in my opinion is the 
same important as the rest of the roles. I cannot easily imagine a Brahms’ Symphony without a good 
soloist in the third horn. On the other hand, looking better in every individual response, people who 
are playing only first horn in an orchestra hardly voted high on this role. Most of them represent the 
degrees 1 to 5. The same is happening with people who are covering several positions. Higher rates 
come from third horn players mostly and those who are playing both first and third horn. 

The other three roles are rated with more than 7/10 (WA), but the σ is much higher and the 
data spread out enough. Another important point is the degree of the Independent role from the first  
and second horns,  which is  the highest 7.78/10 (WA). The reason that I asked this  question is 
because I was curious about how  independence can be the most important role according to the 
results, and at the same time,  the role of soloist shows up as the least important. It is commonly 
accepted that Brahms is the third horn’s composer. 

The last observation about this question has to do with  Supporting the first horn. 66/181 
responses rated this as the most important role. Looking more closely at each individual response, 
most of them belong to the people who are playing only first horn. It is clear that they truly need a 
quite supportive colleague, who will take care of all the unison and forte passages before a big solo 
in the first horn, when there is not assistant in the first chair.9 Maybe this is the reason why the last 
of the five roles alternative principal is also rated over 7/10 (WA).

7 “Standard Deviation”, in Wikipedia.org,  cited November 13, 2015. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation
8  “ Weighted Average”, in mathwords.com, last modified July 28, 2014. 
http://www.mathwords.com/w/weighted_average.htm
9 Sometimes called a “bumper,” an assistant to the first chair is an extra hornist whose only role is to help the first  

horn to play in the tutti parts in order to save the first horn’s embrochure for difficult solo passages.
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fig. 36
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 In the question “how would you rate  the following skills  that  a  third  horn player  must  
have?” we observe that all seven skills received a score of 10 at a higher percent than any other step 
in the scale, while the second, fifth, fourth, and seventh skills were weighted as the most important 
ones in descending order. Moreover, if we take into account the  σ, this time we see that the data 
spread out a great deal from the WA (fig. 37).

  fig. 37
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The  third  horn position is  very special.  Sometimes passages  are  not  so exposed,  but  in 
almost every piece there is something small that you have to take care of and give special attention 
to. Occasionally, you also have to play a solo line and, very rarely, a big solo. But how do people  
feel at the moment they have to play a large or small solo? 77 out of 158 really enjoy being flexible  
enough to play both solos and then go back to their secondary role, while 65 out of 158 are excited. 
Although they could choose more than one answer, we observe that most of them enjoy solos and 
fewer of them get nervous or do not like playing solos at all (fig. 38).

fig. 38
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When an audition for third horn is announced, usually it is stated that the selected candidate 
will have the obligation to sometimes also play first horn. The opposite can happen as well. When 
they ask for a first horn, the job description may also include the obligation to sometimes play third 
horn. The third possibility is to announce an audition only for third horn, as in my case when I  
auditioned for my position in the Radio Orchestra. But how do people feel at the point when they  
switch from one position to the other? The results are shown in the following chart (fig.39). The 
answer with the highest votes is  I play in all positions and I feel good everywhere, while the answer 
I am third horn and sometimes I have to play first. When it happens, I am the leader of the section  
and I take all the initiatives in order to do well my job, is the second highest voted one. In general, 
we observe that people are flexible and they have no fear to switch position, especially when it is an 
exposed one. Very few people are either scared to play first horn or if they are first horn and they 
have to play third, they do not adapt easily in the duties of the position and they think they are still  
the leaders. 

fig. 39
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Blending  with  the  section,  the  ability  to  keep  the  balance  inside  it,  understanding  the  
principal’s  way  of  thinking  and  accepting  his  or  her  musical  ideas, and  cultivating  a  nice  
personality  open to  corrections  are  the  most  important  characteristics  that  a  candidate  who is 
auditioning for the third horn position must have in order to pass the trial and get the job, according 
to  the  survey (fig.  40).  I  totally  agree  with  my colleagues  .  These  days,  young musicians  are 
interested only in playing well “alone” and they do not take into account all of these details. If they 
do not get a job the most common reason is because they do not know how to blend with the rest of 
the section and how to behave inside it. I have already referred to the skills that someone must have 
while playing at this stand.

fig. 40
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Throughout my musical life, I realized that a large number of my colleagues who are not  
horn players have no idea concerning how the horn section is constructed. Usually people in general 
admire the people who are sitting in the first chair of every instrument. I do the same, but I also 
admire people who are playing for instance, piccolo flute, bass clarinet or E-flat clarinet, english 
horn, bass trombone, or even all those people who are playing different percussion instruments and 
they are not “principals.”  What about third horn? We could say that all of the above have special 
positions in an orchestra. Everyone has his or her role. In the same way I do admire the last stand of  
each string section. Everyone in the orchestra is important. 

I always like to learn more things about how the orchestra works. This is my job and I want  
to know as many details as I can. Unfortunately, this is not true of every musician. Most of the time,  
people are sitting in front of their stand and they do not care about how the section next to them is 
working. And this is not my only my own impression. As we can see in the next results, my horn  
colleagues also agree with me (fig. 41). 

fig. 41
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It would be quite unfair if I did not ask the same question of the young conductors and 
composers. Once more I am not surprised with the results. It is obvious that from the horn players’ 
experience  most  of  the  young  conductors  and  composers  have  no  idea  how  the  horn  section 
traditionally works. It is also remarkable that 33 responses belong to the answer  not only young 
composers and conductors have no idea, but there are older ones who have no idea either (fig. 42).

fig. 42
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In the last question of my survey (fig. 43): Do you think that the traditional way of writing  
for the horn section should be preserved or not?, 61% of the people agree with my opinion that it 
should be preserved. “Nowadays horn players are more flexible in the whole register and no matter 
what the contemporary composers are writing, is fine for us. But this tradition makes the difference 
between the horn section and the rests.” A large percentage also believes that we have to keep the 
tradition strong and a very small one believes that it is better to change it. In this way the horn 
section will work like other sections (first, second, third, forth and not first, third, second, forth).

fig. 43
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PART C

The role of the third horn  from my own artistic  
practice
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1. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE AS   A THIRD HORN PLAYER  

1.1 Professional Experience

I have already mentioned in the prologue that I was playing third horn for several years at the 
National Radio Symphony Orchestra of Greece (ERT). During these years, I had the chance to play 
major pieces for the third horn. I feel grateful to have played for huge audiences, because most of 
our concerts where broadcasting live on the National Radio and Television. I feel honored to have 
played with great soloists and conductors, being a member of a well-functioning horn section. I 
learned most of the tips in the orchestra from my first teacher in Greece, Antonis Lagos, who was  
my principal at the orchestra  as well, and my current teacher Lisa Ford, who is the principal of the 
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra. Playing with them as leaders of the section is just the best way to 
improve as an orchestra musician.  

Also, I was third horn player of the World Youth Orchestra for the year 2012. I represented 
Greece in this Orchestra and had the honor of playing in a position that I knew very well at the time. 
I had the opportunity to do five different concerts with this orchestra and although I had played 
most of the pieces as third horn already, it was a big challenge to play them again but this time with 
a totally different section. Fortunately, we had a great time and we all four enjoyed every single  
musical moment.  

Beside these two main positions, I was a freelancer in Greece for many years and I have 
played in all four main positions of the horn section in the orchestra. For the last two years (2014 
-2016) I have studied for my Master’s degree in Orchestra Performance at Gothenburg University, 
where I also have to play in all positions. Although I came to Sweden as a student, I have been  
called to play in other orchestras in Gothenburg as well. 

One of them is the great Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra, where I had to play in the fourth 
position. During this fantastic week with the GSO, I had the chance to talk with “my pair” the third 
horn and it was the best musical experience I have had so far in my life. The reason is not only that  
I was part of this great orchestra, a big honor for me, but also I had already done this research about 
the third horn position and all the roles of this position were turning in my mind all the time. I could 
really trust my two main leaders, the third and of course the big boss of the section, the first horn.  
Sometimes I had to follow the second, one more leader for me as fourth horn. It was like playing 
basketball, and I had to pass the ball to all of these three players but in different ways every time. A 
lot of roles where passing every two seconds and you could understand this game between all of us 
without talking, just playing our instruments. You could understand when the third horn was leading 
and when it had to follow, or when it had to keep the balance of the group or to play a soloistic line. 
These are definitely not new observations to me, but when you are part of a group where everyone 
knows exactly his or her role, then the music performance is a real pleasure.   

Lastly, I have not lost my connection with my previous orchestra. Whenever they need a 
third horn and I am in Greece on vacation, they call me to play with them. This is what happened  
during the summer of 2015. I played again in my old position and the feelings were very strong.  

1.2 Experience through my studies

Through my studies, I aimed to gain new knowledge not only about the third horn, but also for the 
other three positions. I still remember every concert that I did with the University Orchestra and 
which part I played. But some concerts have very strong positions in my mind. One of them is the 
very first concert that I did as a first semester student in the Master’s program in January 2014. I 
was asked to play third horn - “my position” - in Sibelius’ En saga, Ravel’s Piano Concerto for the 
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left hand  and Bartok’s Concerto for Orchestra. I felt so comfortable because I knew exactly what 
my role was every single moment. This was the first time that I played again in an orchestra after  
the shutdown of ERT (National Radio and TV of Greece) in June 2013. 

In the same semester we played Bruckner’s Symphony No. 7 and I chose to play a Wagner 
tuba. In this piece there are four horns and four Wagner tubas. My position was third Wagner tuba 
or in other words first bass tuba in F. My role in the tuba quartet was corresponding to the third 
horn’ s  role in the horn quartet. The experience was unique for me.

In general, if I could count my experience through all these years that I have played in the 
orchestra, either as a professional or as a student, I think that I know the position of the third horn 
best. The second best position could be the fourth horn and then the others. Every time that I change 
position I try to be in the role of each one of them. It is a nice challenge to learn and explore new 
staff in each piece according to what you are playing and to be flexible. I still remember my last  
concert in the first semester of my studies in the Master’s program where I had to play in all four 
positions. It was so important for me to learn to change roles so fast and to readjust myself within 
seconds. 

The next semesters I tried to play mostly in the other three positions. I learned a great deal 
just  observing  every  person  who  was  siting  at  the  third  horn  chair.  All  my colleagues  in  the 
University are great people and very good horn players. But someone with a more critical way of 
thinking could notice that not everyone could support easily all the skills that this position requires. 
On the other hand, we learned from our teachers, who are members of the Gothenburg Symphony 
Orchestra,  how to communicate between us and solve the small problems quickly. The result is that 
the horn section from the University Orchestra works in a very friendly environment and everyone 
has the willingness to improve and to give his or her best. We help and support each other. This is 
the ideal relationship that every horn section in every orchestra should have. 

Under these circumstances, I developed many of my skills in all four positions. Whenever I 
played first horn, the rest of the group respected me. Whenever I was playing second, I was the 
shadow of my principal and I was supporting them. As third horn, I was trying to help the section 
and support my leader, improving and taking care of all the aspects of its role. As fourth horn, I was 
the base of the section and the shadow of my third horn, following the principal at the same time. 

1.3 A symbolic concert before completing my Thesis

One concert that I will never forget was in my last semester of studies. At this concert we played 
Dvorak’s Cello Concerto, where I played third horn and Sibelius’ Symphony No. 1, where I played 
first horn. This concert was the penultimate concert before I finished this thesis. It was just the 
perfect combination of switching positions, after researching the role of the third horn. 

The importance of this concert is multifaceted. The first coincidence has to do with Sibelius’ 
Symphony No. 1. The first time that I played it was in Yorkshire in England exactly 11 years ago, 
where I was an exchange student during my Bachelor’s degree. At this time I knew very few things 
about the roles of each position in the horn section. I still remember that I had to do an audition for  
the Orchestra of University of York and according to the results I was both first and third horn. I 
could not understand then why first  and third horn and not another combination,  like first and 
second.  But  finally  I  did  my job  well  in  both  positions  being  both  leader  and  second  leader 
alternately. 

Another  facet  has  to  do with  the Dvorak’s  Cello  Concerto. As we will  see later  in  the 
Appendix (fig. 53a and 53b), there are only  three horns in this piece and Dvorak gives small solos 
to the third horn. While I was playing, I had either to follow the principal whenever we had to play 
all three horns together, or I had to play solos like another principal. It is known that the first horn 
has a very beautiful solo in the first movement, but the third horn also has to play some small gems. 
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I  cannot  forget  how my heart  was beating  when I  had  to  play the  following solo  arpeggio  in 
pianissimo 8 bars before rehearsal number 9 (fig. 44). The feeling after playing it successfully in the 
concert was unforgettable.  

fig. 44: A. Dvorák, Cello Concerto in B Minor, mvmt 1.

I enjoyed not only playing this piece, but also switching from the first position to the third 
during the week of the rehearsals and at the concert. Every part of this research was turning in my 
mind all the time. My thoughts while playing third horn were:  follow the leader, keep the balance,  
support the chords, be a soloist BUT remember that in the end the conductor will not ask you to  
stand up for the applause alone as he will do with the first horn. And then we had intermission and I 
had to prepare myself to be the real leader. My thoughts as first horn were: I am responsible for my  
section, I have tricky parts and although I can be nervous, I have to spread positive vibes to my  
section and to the orchestra, hope the third horn will support me in the unison places so I can take  
a rest, I have to ask the third horn to lead in some places so I can be ready to play the next solo or  
do the following crescendo etc. 

The concert was great and I feel satisfaction for doing my best in both roles. This thesis 
helped a great deal and I am glad to have chosen this topic.  
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1.4 Recordings and Video

One more aspect of this research was to regularly record the pieces that we performed with the 
Gothenburg University Orchestra. My purpose is to give a complete idea concerning the role of the  
third horn in the orchestra's horn section, apart from the musicological research that I have done 
here. These were valuable for my own development but due to copyright issues I cannot use them 
publicly as examples for this thesis.

For  this  reason,  I  have  prepared  a  short  video with me playing  third horn while  I  was 
working in the Radio Orchestra. A large percentage of the concerts with the Greek Radio Orchestra 
were recorded and relayed either on the radio or on the TV when I was a member. Here too, there  
are also copyright problems, so I was not able to borrow these recordings from the broadcasting 
company. I could find only very few of them either through Youtube or from personal recordings. I  
am going to present some of the roles of the third horn in brief excerpts that I consider to be fair use 
of this material. There are also two excerpts from my participation as third horn in the World Youth 
Orchestra.  

Here  is  the  list  with  the  excerpts  from concerts  or  rehearsals  with  the  National  Radio 
Symphony Orchestra  of Greece (ERT) and World Youth Orchestra  (WYO). The recordings  are 
mostly amateur and only two of them professional. The repertoire for the horn section is endless, 
but I have included excerpts from Symphonies, Piano Concertos, Operas, Overtures and film music. 
It is just a very small sample with some of my favorite music moments.
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Video 

1. J. Brahms – Symphony No. 1, 1st movement (ERT)

In the following excerpt (fig. 45) only the third and fourth horn are playing until bar 180, 
where the first and second are joining again after many bars rest. For more than 60 bars the third 
horn is leading and has some short soloistic lines. But, when someone is listening only to an audio 
recording they cannot understand that there is no first and second horn at this point.

fig. 45

2. J. Brahms - Symphony No.4, 2nd Movement (ERT)

Here is one of the most important solos for third and fourth horn in Brahms’ symphonies 
(fig. 46). The third horn is both the leader and the soloist. The key of the following excerpt is in C.

fig. 46
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3. G. Bizet – Carmen, Toreador’s song (ERT)

The third horn in the opera has exactly the same roles as in the symphonic repertoire. Here 
we can listen to a solo line of it (fig. 47). 

fig. 47 
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4. P. I. Tchaikovsky -  Piano Concerto No.1, 1st movement (ERT)

In Tchaikovsky’s  music  the  third  horn is  usually supporting  the  first  horn.  Tchaikovsky 
doubles the first horn part very often. There are very few solo lines for the third horn, but its main 
role is support. In this excerpt (fig. 48), there is an opening solo in unison for all four horns. In the  
end of the phrase we can see the double line in both first and third horn and second and fourth horn.

fig. 48

5. P. I . Tchaikovsky – Romeo and Juliet, Fantasy Overture (WYO)

Here is one of the very few solo lines in the third horn and its leading role from the third bar, 
where the fourth horn plays (fig. 49).

fig. 49

6. P. I. Tchaikovsky – Symphony No.5, 2nd movement (WYO)

In the following excerpt (fig. 50) there is a “one bar solo”. The reason I added this here is 
because it is one of the most tricky short solos for the  third horn. Most of the third horn players 
around the world hate it. Why? Because in the first minutes of the movement there is one of the  
most beautiful solos for the first horn. The other three horns are tacet until the point where the third 
horn is playing “naked” in the high register  piano.  I  have played it twice in my life and I still 
remember how fast my heart was beating before the attack. Fortunately both times were very good. 
Here is an excerpt from one of these times.

I have a short story around this excerpt too. I was participating in a masterclass in Italy 
where a horn player was playing the first horn solo from this symphony. As I already said, this solo  
is just before the third horn’s small solo. He was playing in front of the horn legend Barry Tuckwell. 
Tuckwell congratulated him after finishing and he added: “The difficult part comes directly after it,  
when the third horn has to enter piano in the high F sharp.” At this time I could not understand 
why he said that. I did understand it when I had to play it some months after this masterclass. 
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fig. 50

7. Klaus Badelt and Hans Zimmer - Pirates of Caribbean, the Medallion Calls  (ERT)

Horns in film music are very famous for the amazing solos that have been written for them. I 
had the opportunity to play some pieces from both film music and music for cartoons and I was  
very happy when I saw that these amazing composers write in the traditional way for the horn 
section. In the following excerpt (fig. 51), the first and  third horn are playing the same line and 
respectively the  second and fourth are  playing another  line in  a  lower register.  The third  horn 
supports the leader again, although there are some solo lines for it as well as in other pieces.

fig. 51
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CONCLUSION

Before I started the research for my thesis and the writing of it, I was wondering why is it so  
important  for  me  to  research  the  role  of  the  third  horn  in  the  orchestra's  horn  section? Just 
following my instinct and without having much proof beyond my own experience, I believed from 
the first day that in the end, I will have in my hands a tool dedicated to the “unsung hero” of the 
horn section. I remember listening to an inner voice asking me to search information about the third  
horn some years before I applied for my master’s degree. I trusted this voice and as soon as I got 
accepted in this program, I did not doubt that this would be the theme of my thesis.

Now,  after  completing  my  research  for  my  master’s  thesis,  I  hold  in  my  hands  the 
accomplishment of the prodding inner voice. I feel satisfied because I explored the subject that I  
was most interested in and I learned many details that I could not find gathered together in one 
written source. I collected them and now I have a written guide for the third horn players and not 
only them. Sometimes in life we look for things that we do not really know from the beginning if 
they will be worthy of our time or not. But as soon as I decided to dedicate the two years of my 
studies to something that I deeply love, I became more and more excited. There was not one day 
that I got bored with this topic. The more information I found, the more interested I became.

In the first semesters I had a great deal of information but had not decided how to organize 
them in my text. Finally, I gave a shape to it, based on the main questions of my thesis. While I was  
writing each one of the parts, I realized that this topic is endless. It was impossible to include all 
these infinitely small gems in the classical, operatic, contemporary and film music repertoire for the 
third horn. I have included all of the excerpts that in my point of view are the most representative  
for the third horn repertoire. My purpose was to cite some examples and create a more integrated 
image of this wonderful position. Through this investigation, I have found very interesting things. I 
would like to continue my research in the future and go deeper in the area, covering at the same 
time most of the repertoire.
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1. PIECES WITH THREE   HORNS  

Some composers chose to use three horns instead of two or four. The most famous one is  
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3 “Eroica.” The following excerpt (fig. 52) from the Scherzo is one of 
the most famous excerpts for all three horns.

fig. 52: L.v. Beethoven, Symphony No.3, Scherzo

Dvořák uses three horns in the Serenade, Op. 44 and the Cello Concerto. He used the third 
horn in a dual role; either as an extra second horn to make up triadic harmonies, or as an alternative 
first.  In this  capacity he could either  relieve the first  horn in  conventional two-horn writing to 
enable that player to prepare for some important or difficult solo, or occasionally to share the solos 
themselves. Here are some more excerpts (fig. 53a and fig. 53b) from the Cello Concerto.

fig. 53a: A. Dvořák, Cello Concerto, mvmt 1 (first and second horns in the upper staff and third horn in the lower) 
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fig. 53b: A. Dvořák, Cello Concerto, mvmt 3

Amongst later composers who used the three-horn group is Prokofiev in Peter and the Wolf  
(fig. 54), where the three horns represent the Wolf, and Hindemith in his  Schwanendreher.   Both 
composers use the third horn in a subordinate role. 

fig. 54: S. Prokofiev, Peter and the Wolf, three horns’ solo
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While in Strauss’ opera Intermezzo, the third horn is both a soloist and often an alternative 
principal. In the following two excerpts from the Act I, we can see the solo line (from 2 bars before 
rehearsal number 25 until 4 bars after rehearsal number 26, fig. 55a) and the leading voice (1 bar 
after rehearsal number 34, fig. 55b), where Strauss indicates III, II horn.

fig. 55a: R. Strauss, Intermezzo (opera), Act I
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fig. 55b: R. Strauss, Intermezzo (opera), Act I
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2. PIECES WITH MORE THAN FOUR   HORNS  

In the romantic era, the composers used more than four horns or two pairs in their works. 
There are pieces with six horns, eight horns, ten horns, twelve horns or even twenty horns. In all 
these composite groupings built up from two-horn units, each first player (i.e. one, three, five, and 
seven) is a principal in the structure of the orchestra and each second (two,four, six, and eight) is a 
sub-principal. That means that the first is the leader, but the third, fifth, and seventh have the same 
role as the third in the four-group structure. In some works, there are two quartets of horns, where 
the first, second, third and fourth are the first quartet (a) and the fifth (first b), sixth (second b), 
seventh (third b), and eighth (fourth b) are the second quartet (b). In this case, the first and fifth are  
the two main principals and the seventh does the same job as the third. Most of the time, the second  
quartet has to play Wagner tuba as well, so they are an independent section, which belongs to the 
horn family.

Here are some of the most representative pieces with more than four horns. 
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2.1 PIECES WITH SIX HORNS

One of the composers who uses three pairs of horns in many of his pieces is Richard Strauss. 
The use of these pairs is exactly the same as if there was only one pair – first and second horn – or 
two pairs – first & second and third & fourth horn – . That means that now we have three high horns 
and three low horns. In other words, every pair has its leader –  first , third , fifth horn – and the role 
of the fifth horn is exactly the same with the third horn’s role in every piece. Here are some excerpts 
from Also Sprach Zarathustra (fig. 56) and Don Quixote (fig. 57). 

  fig. 56: R. Strauss, Also Sprach Zarathustra

 fig. 57: R. Strauss, Don Quixote

We find  six  horns  not  only in  these  two pieces  from Richard  Strauss,  but  also  in  Die 
Ägyptische Helena,  Bardengesan,  Friedenstag, Die Liebe der Danae, Josephs-Legende and in his 
opera Salome. 
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2.2 PIECES WITH SEVEN HORNS

Gustav Mahler seems to be the only one who uses seven horns in two of his pieces, in his 
Symphony No. 1 and his  Symphony No. 5, in which there are six horns plus one horn obligato or 
seven players in total. Mahler uses the extra  obligato horn only in the 3rd movement. It is a solo 
horn and the player has to play it either standing in front of the orchestra as a soloist, or at his place. 
Most of the time, the first horn plays the horn obligato part because in this movement the fifth and 
sixth horns are tacet. So, the fifth and sixth players can play some other parts. Orchestras rarely pay 
for an extra soloist to only play this part. But Mahler wrote seven parts for this piece and he doesn’t  
write on the score that the first horn and the horn obligato are the same part. 

The difference between the seventh player in these two symphonies is:  
1. In the Symphony No.1 (1,2,3 fig. 58) there are three pairs plus an extra horn, which is like a 

horn that helps either the low parts or sometimes the high ones. It seems that Mahler needs 
an assistant for this symphony to help his colleagues. Sometimes, the seventh horn plays 
with the first and third horn – like another high horn – (excerpt no 1, fig. 58)  and at other 
times he lets the fifth horn rest and uses the sixth and seventh as a pair (excerpt no 3, fig.  
58). In the second excerpt we see one of the roles of the third horn, the temporary leader 
(fig. 58).

2. In  the Symphony No.5 (fig.  59)  the  seventh  player/horn  obligato is  a  soloist  in  the  3rd 

movement. Such contrasting roles! But the main six horns have the same function as usual. 
Here is a comparison between these two symphonies.

  

1,2,3 fig. 58: G. Mahler, Symphony No.1
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fig. 59: G. Mahler, Symphony No. 5, mvmt 3 
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2.3 PIECES WITH EIGHT   HORNS  

Richard Strauss was the son of  a horn player – the composer Franz Strauss. He seems to 
have very much liked the horns and he uses in most of his pieces, even more than six horns. In Ein 
Heldenleben,  Symphonia Domestica, Festliches  Präludium, Japanische Festmusik,  Militärischer  
Festmarsch, Taillefer  and in Wiener Philharmoniker Fanfare,  he uses eight horns – four pairs – , 
while  in  Till  Eulenspiegels  lustige  Streiche  he  uses  four  horns  and four  more  ad libitum  after 
rehearsal number 37 (fig. 61c). In Elektra and Die Frau ohne Schatten, he uses eight horns, but the 
fifth - eighth have to play Wagner tuba too.

In the following excerpt from Ein Heldenleben (fig. 60), R. Strauss uses the four pairs as the 
tradition requires, high – low, high – low, etc. He follows the same tradition for all his works. Here 
will be presented some of the most representative excerpts from these pieces with eight players in 
total.

fig. 60: R. Strauss, Ein Heldenleben
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In the following excerpts we can see one of the roles of third horn, the soloistic (fig. 61a). In 
the whole piece, the third horn has numerous soloistic lines, but Strauss knows very well all the 
roles of it and he does not forget this traditional way of composing. Also, we can observe the way 
he uses the second horn quartet and not only the role of the second first horn, but also the second 
third horn (fig. 61c). 

fig. 61a: R. Strauss, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche 

In the next excerpt (fig. 61b) from the same piece, he completes the phrase, just changing 
key to the second pair. One more role of the third horn.

fig. 61b: R. Strauss, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche 

As it has been already mentioned, in the same piece he chooses to use four more horns to  
double the strings. The main horn quartet is in F and the new one in D (fig. 61c). If we zoom out, 
we realize that this is the same function as the use of two pairs, each one in different key and now 
two horn quartets in different keys. Still the second first  horn (fifth) and the second  third horn 
(seventh) are the high voices and the other two – sixth and eighth – the low voices. The second third 
horn  doubles the second first horn. He writes ad libitum, and orchestras rarely pay for four extra 
musicians. But, it is useful to make a reference to it. We could say that he is exaggerating. Indeed he 
does that, but who can imagine the Alpine Symphony  with less than twelve offstage horns? 
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fig. 61c: R. Strauss, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche

Richard Strauss is not the only one who uses eight horns in some of his works. Gustav 
Mahler, Sergey Prokofiev, Aleksander Scriabin, Anton Bruckner choose eight horns for some of 
their works.  In Mahler’s Symphonies No. 3, No. 6 and No. 8 there are eight horns. In Bruckner’s 
Symphony No. 7 there are four horns and four Wagner tubas– in total eight players –. In his last  
Symphonies No. 8 and No. 9 he uses again  eight players, but this time eight horns, in which the fifth 
to eighth have to play Wagner tubas as well.
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In the following excerpt from the Bruckner’s Symphony No.7 (fig. 62), we can see the use of 
the horn quartet and the Wagner tuba quartet. Usually, when the composers ask for Wagner tuba 
quartet, they use two tenor Wagner tubas in B and two bass Wagner tubas in F. Again they are 
composed in pairs, with each pair having the high and the low tuba player. The role of the first bass 
Wagner tuba is the same as the third horn’s in the section.

fig. 62: A. Bruckner, Symphony No. 7, mvmt 4

first & second  horns            first & second  tenor Wagner tuba

third & fourth horns                                                                                                          first  & second bass Wagner tuba
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The next excerpt is from Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 3 (fig. 63). Mahler was also a big 
fan of the horn. He has written many great melodies for the horn section and he uses from one pair 
of horns up to five pairs in his works. He follows the traditional way of composing too, like all the 
great composers until the present day. In this excerpt it is obvious that the first, third,  fifth and 
seventh horns are also the high horns and the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth, the low.

fig. 63: G. Mahler, Symphony No. 3, mvmt 1

One more piece that  requires eight  players  is  Richard Wagner’s  tetralogy  Der Ring des  
Nibelungen.  In  all  four  operas  there  are  eight  horns  (plus  four  Wagner  tubas,  played from the 
players fifth to eighth). The Wagner tuba was originally created for this piece and since then, other 
composers have written for it. This instrument is played by the horn player and belongs to the horn 
section. Wagner uses pairs again for the horn section, not only in the eight horns,  but also in the 
four Wagner tubas, as well. He uses two tenor Wagner tubas and two bass Wagner tubas (fig. 64). 
The two pairs of the Wagner tubas are used in exactly the same way as the horn quartet, with first –  
second, and third - fourth roles respectively. 

fig. 64: R. Wagner, second Scene from “Das Rheingold” 
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2.4 PIECES WITH   TEN HORNS  

Gustav Mahler uses six horns onstage plus four horns offstage in his Symphony No. 2, while 
Richard Wagner uses four horns onstage plus six offstage horns in  Tristan und Isolde. On both 
occasions ten horn players are asked to play in pairs. 

The following excerpts are from the Mahler’ s Symphony No. 2. He uses six horns in the first 
three movements and in the last movement he adds four horns offstage. Only at the end do the four 
horns come onstage and finally ten horns are playing together. 

In the first excerpt from the 3rd movement (fig. 65a), the third and fifth horn have the music 
line in unison with the first, supporting the leader.  In the second excerpt from the last movement 
(fig. 65b), the first,  third, fifth, seventh, and ninth play the high line and the second, fourth, sixth, 
eighth, and tenth play the low one. Mahler writes in the same traditional way in all his pieces. 

fig. 65a: G. Mahler, Symphony No. 2. mvmt 3

fig. 65b: G. Mahler,  Symphony No. 2, mvmt 4 
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In  the  following  excerpt  from the  Act  II  of  Wagner’s  Tristan  und  Isolde (fig.  66),  the 
offstage10 horns are written in a slightly different way than the traditional one, although Wagner 
keeps the traditional writing for the horn section not only in this piece, but in all his pieces. 

 fig. 66: R. Wagner, Tristan und Isolde,  Act II

10 These six extra horns are required to be onstage, but not in the orchestra pit. We used to call them offstage horns,  
meaning that they are not part of the orchestra for the whole piece. The composers use the offstage instruments in  
order to describe a different situation that is apart from the orchestra ensemble, no matter where they are sitting.
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2.5 PIECES WITH TWELVE HORNS

One of the few pieces that requires twelve horns is Hector Berlioz’s Requiem. As we have 
seen already in Part A, Berlioz either triplicates one horn quartet or even sextuples one pair of them, 
like in the very beginning of the piece. Here is an excerpt from this piece (fig. 67).

fig. 67: Hector Berlioz, Requiem (Grande Messe des Morts), mvmt. 1

 2.6 PIECES WITH SIXTEEN AND TWENTY HORNS

Only rarely did composers choose to use more than eight horns in their pieces. Some of 
them who dared to use a large number of horn players were Mahler, Strauss, and Wagner. There is a 
reference already to these pieces. These last lines are dedicated to two pieces where the number of 
horn players where required is huge. The first piece is a very rarely played piece by Havergal Brian 
Symphony No. 1 “The Gothic”, in which sixteen horns are needed in total. Eight horns are onstage 
and the rest are offstage, separated in four extra brass orchestras with one pair of horns in each one 
of them. Brian uses the traditional way of writing for the horn section. 

Apart from all of these great pieces, not only for the horn repertoire, but also for the classical 
anthology, there is a masterpiece that requires the largest number of horn players to date:  Richard 
Strauss’s  Alpensimfonie. In this piece twenty horn players have to take part,  eight on stage and 
twelve offstage. Four of the eight horns onstage have to play Wagner tuba as well. Strauss uses the 
onstage horns in pairs in this piece, as in all of his pieces. But he does not treat the offstage horns in 
exactly the same way. He writes three lines and gives the high line to the first,  third, and fifth horn, 
the middle line to the second, fourth and sixth horn and the third line to the other six horns. As we 
saw before, Wagner also uses the offstage horns differently in his Tristan und Isolde (fig. 66). 

Here is an excerpt from Strauss’s  Alpensimfonie  (fig. 68).  It is the entrance of the whole 
offstage ensemble.

fig. 68: R. Strauss, Alpensimfonie
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